enabled ideological renovations. In the course of making this argument, I hope to demonstrate how contemporary psychoanalytic models of masochism can contribute to the growing efforts of cultural theorists to synthesize psychological and social analysis. I also hope to show how closely theorists need to read self-martyring display in order to chart the political strategies that it enables. men proclaimed their own sexual marginality in order to secure hegemonic authority in increasingly devious terms.4 Other critics warn that masochism's persistent association with feminine submission makes it a dangerous weapon for women to wield against normative gender roles. 5 Similarly, theorists of queer sexuality are split about whether the masochist is a rebel or a collaborator. A long celebratory tradition-particularly evident in critical writing about lesbian sadomasochism-sees the queer masochist as a figure who parodies the forms and techniques of political authority in order to release erotic energy through ungrounded roleplaying.6 As Barbara Rose, in a well-known anthology on lesbian sadomasochism, puts it: "I can be her slave, her servant, her teacher, her mother-I can be anything, anyone.... I am my body, nothing more."7 But skeptics, such as Nick Mansfield, respond that such role-playing can be a feeble capitulation to the forms of political authority, an attempt to make subjection seem palatable by infusing it with erotic pleasure. The result is yet "another cultural gesture aimed at a power that not only remains unaffected by threatening representations but that mous post-structuralist rereading, masochism becomes a fantasy about drives.1' But understanding masochism as a problem of the drives, even if those drives are reunderstood as symbolic processes, tends to elide masochism with sexuality-and particularly with oedipal sexuality. For Freud all masochism originates in so-called "erotogenic" masochism;12 for Laplanche masochism is, quite simply, at the core of sexuality; 13 and both of them locate the oedipal stage as the moment when masochism is articulated erotically through conflicts with paternal authority. Largely because of this legacy, an array of oedipal themes-mastery and submission, rivalry with the father, excesses of the superego, interplay between libidinal and aggressive drives, and psycho-social normalization-has dominated (so to speak) the cultural analytics of masochism from Gilles Deleuze through Lynda Hart.14 Deleuze's influential Coldness and Cruelty (1971) set the terms for many literary critics by assigning sadism and masochism complementary oedipal identifications. In his reading of Leopold von Sacher-Masoch's novella Venus in Furs ( 1870), Deleuze argues that sadism eroticizes the patriarchal law of the father, whereas masochism has the opposite sexual logic: deriving from erotic attachments to the mother, masochism is an unequivocal rejection of patriarchal authority. For Deleuze masochistic self-punishment always means that a father is being beaten, while at the same time a new, maternally identified male sexuality is being produced: This conception of masochism within frameworks of eroticized mastery and submission (whether derived directly from Freud or not) ultimately limits its political legibility, both by narrowing masochistic experience to real or simulated scenes of overt sexual domination (hence nearly all of the critics I have mentioned take S/M as the standard model) and by polarizing the masochist's relationship-however reversible it may beto political power. Sexual masochism tempts theorists to read eroticized mastery and submission as infinitely reversible tropes for political power and subjection. In The Mastery of Submission (1997), for example, John Noyes vacillates freely between affirming and denying the masochist's political power, in an otherwise impressive discussion of the relationship between S/M and nineteenth-century political technologies of control. Noyes asks: "once the technologies of control become the object of erotic attachment, who is to say whether control is subverted by eroticism, or whether eroticism is reintegrated into control?" (p. 14).
Making large ideological claims for masochism requires first defining what it is
Contemporary psychoanalytic theory, however, can help generate a new metaphorics for masochism-one less constrained by erotic oppositions of dominance and submission, and more determinate in its decoding of masochism's political significance. Though the psychoanalytic literature on masochism is vast, a consensus has emerged recently on a number of principles that, I believe, can lead to more precise cultural masochism never appears as an isolated psychic formation, but is always intricately entangled in narcissistic, depressive, or obsessive-compulsive complexes.21 In general, contemporary theorists tend to regard masochism as a useful but highly provisional concept, noting that-like any other psychic formation in psychoanalytic discourse-it always blurs at the extremes and always interacts with other psychic complexes. It is in the context of this fluid approach to masochism's definitional boundaries, and of the growing conviction among clinicians that there can be no single, all-inclusive definition of masochism, that any productive discussion of masochistic complexities must unfold. Rather than privileging reductive or totalizing explanations for masochistic behavior, analysts today stress the importance of contextual analysis-a lesson that cultural theory could profitably absorb.
Despite the provisionality of masochism's conceptual boundaries, a great deal of innovative work (from perspectives as varied as ego psychology, object relations, developmental psychology, and self-psychology) has shifted away from oedipal dynamics toward a more systematic study of development in which the focal point is preoedipal experience-particularly those features of preoedipal experience not directly expressed through sexuality.22 Jack Novick and Kerry Kelly Novick, who have written the most comprehensive current study, argue that the sexual conflicts of the oedipal crisis characterize only one developmental phase within masochism, and not necessarily the pivotal one.23 Attention to the preoedipal roots of masochism, and to the role of the caregiver (completely neglected by Freud), has preoccupied recent theorists with issues of individuation, separation, self-esteem regulation, and early object relations. But perhaps the most important recent convergence has reduction of masochism to one agency of the mind has generated irreconcilable contradictions in the literature on moral masochism. 21 Bergler claims that frustrations to infantile megalomania invariably result in masochistic solutions. In preoedipal masochism, pain and suffering may be symptoms of frustrated megalomania, but they can also help reconstruct fantasies of omnipotence-sometimes through the complementary illusion that if suffering could only be made permanent and limitless, then omnipotence would be sustained. In cases involving negligent caregivers who cause pain through abandonment, for example, the infant's internalization of pain can seem like a magical power of reattachment to a parental object that has itself become identified with pain. tent fantasy can delude the masochist into imagining that he or she has the power to annihilate the caregiver, which generates guilt and self-punishment that can appear to be intrinsic to control.26 Provoking punishment is another way for the infant to re-create fantasies of omnipotence.27 Heinz Kohut, for example, has argued that besides overtly controlling the caregiver's behavior, provocations of punishment allow the masochist to reimagine the caregiver as an omnipotent authority figure, thus repairing damage to the parental image caused by the masochist's own frustrated rage, and allowing fusion with parental omnipotence through suffering.28 Moreover, fantasies of omnipotence thrive on what one analyst calls "the murder of reality" by eradicating the lines of conceptual difference that defeat omnipotent control-differences of gender, age, temporality, the line between wishes and satisfactions, and, of course, the difference between pain and pleasure.29
Though the means may be complex and variable, the ability to use suffering to preserve fantasies of omnipotence has been theorized as a universal, necessary part of human devel- But rather than aspire to a fully elaborated model, I will confine myself to exploring how cultural theory might use the phantasmatic, preoedipal economy of the magical and the melancholic to better understand the political dynamics of late-Victorian masochism. Through this counterintuitive approach, which departs from the conventional view of masochism as eroticized submission, I hope to broaden the ways that masochism is understood to operate within Victorian culture. In particular, I hope to show how preoedipal masochism frames a better optic through which to view nineteenth-century class relations. I also hope to distance myself from the magical/melancholic logic directly inscribed into much recent cultural theory about masochism itself. That is to say, cultural theorists often imagine the masochist either as a wizard of symbolic manipulations, annihilating social order through the sleights-of-hand of sexual pleasure and conceptual inversion, or as an abject martyr whose limitless disempowerment reconfirms the omnipotence of those same social systems-or, magically, as both at once. Cultural theorists, it seems to me, are thinking masochistically about masochism. Though I cannot pursue the question in this essay, it is worth asking to what extent cultural theory's attitudes toward masochism share the all-and-nothing masochistic logic that I have been describing-in which omnipotence and pain confirm rather than oppose one another-and whether these attitudes thereby extend analytical paradigms deeply embedded in Victorian culture. Henry, in contrast, is self-martyring and melancholic. An exalted sense of duty and honor compels him to suffer stoically as James's misrepresentations convince the Durie family and the local village that Henry is a miser and expropriator. Henry is, in fact, bleeding the Durisdeer estate dry-but only to support his brother in luxurious exile (this support being a selfimposed, perverse duty that Henry keeps piously secret). Henry's only friend, the estate manager MacKellor, observes: "[Henry] was injuring himself... by a silence, of which I scarce know whether to say it was the child of generosity or pride" (p. 63). By the time that his self-sacrifices are revealed and Henry is exonerated, his martyrdom has become too grotesque to be exchanged for either love or power. A remorseful Alison accepts him as her husband, but she confesses: "I bring you no love, Henry; but God knows, all the pity in the world" (p. 11). Even his unsought victories over James, including the duel to which James had provoked him, only increase Henry's guilt as the usurping son. But while Henry considers himself an innocent and hopeless victim, his father suggests a more selfdestructive logic: "there are dangerous virtues," he says; "virtues that tempt the encroacher" (p. 103).
The split in masochism's phantasmatic economy, which the two brothers so plainly embody, also signals an unmistakable crisis in middle-class identity. Henry's moral masochism clearly projects mid-Victorian middle-class codes of honesty and self-sacrifice back in time, onto the noblesse oblige of a Scottish lord. In contrast, James's flamboyant recklessness resonates doubly, both with the romance and gallantry of eighteenthcentury Scottish aristocracy and with the glamorous aestheticism of that excrescence of late-Victorian bourgeois culture, the bohemian. The Master of Ballantrae thus expresses a rupture between two genealogies of class legitimacy, both of which place self-destructive energies at the heart of intra-class competition for cultural authority. Wiltshire's conversion quickly incorporates both magical and melancholic features. He discovers that he has been duped himself by a decadent social superior-a well-educated but cynical trading competitor, Case-who had set him up with Uma knowing that she was tabooed, and thus that the union would lose Wiltshire all of his business with the native villagers. When Wiltshire learns the truth, he resolves not to spurn Uma, which would have been the customary thing to do; instead, he martyrs himself for her love: "I would rather have you than all the copra in the South Seas," he says, adding, "the strangest thing was that I meant it" (p. 29). Wiltshire resolutely endures the ridicule of the islanders, and, with Crusoe-like but downwardly mobile self-sufficiency, he labors to make his own copra ("like a Together these upper-and lower-class figures confirm Ann Stoler's argument that, in colonial discourse, the deviant European is often far more dangerous than the non-Europeansince imperialism was never a secure bourgeois project, but instead required the constant remaking of ideology through the internal struggles of white elites.52 As Stoler declares:
We know more than ever about the legitimating rhetoric of European civility and its gendered construals, but less about the class tensions that competing notions of 'civility' engendered. We are just beginning to identify how bourgeois sensibilities have been coded by race and, in turn, how finer scales measuring cultural competency and 'suitability' often replaced explicit racial criteria to define access to privilege in imperial ventures. 
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